User trajectories can be used to extrapolate personal information such as interests and movement patterns. Extrapolating this information is especially important in the context of opportunistic networks, which take advantage of human mobility and their interactions to deliver messages to relevant users. In this paper, we propose a Geo-casting routing protocol called LoSeRO for opportunistic networks, which uses knowledge of the locations most frequently visited by a user to route messages. LoSeRO forwards messages -in a multicasting way-to all users who have a mobility profile that intersects the packet's destination zone. In particular, users' mobility profile is based on pre-defined zones, and LoSeRO generates a mobility vector, called MobyZone, populated by the most n-frequented zones. Thus, if the destination zone of the packet belongs to the MobyZone of a user, then the user is chosen as valid candidate for receiving the packet. Efficiency of our protocol has been evaluated using different metrics, such as coverage, precision and success rate, and compared to that of state-of-the-art geo-casting protocols. Simulations show that LoSeRO reaches the best compromise among the mentioned evaluation metrics.
INTRODUCTION
According to a market study 1 , about 33% of all mobile users owned a smartphone in year 2013, which is expected to grow up to about 50% by 2016. Smartphone increasing popularity has also attracted a significant amount of research efforts aimed at finding solutions to some of the core problems of fixed capacity constraints in infrastructure based communication networks. The idea is to use proximity-based, peer-topeer communications to bypass the infrastructure network, which can thus be relieved of a portion of data traffic. Examples of applications built upon proximity-based communications are Foursquare [9, 12] , Tinder [1] , to name a few. Consequently, how to efficiently spread a message to a set of users in a given locality is becoming increasingly important in a mobility-assisted network and, this is the focus of our paper.
More specifically, we consider the problem of locality-aware message spreading in a network composed of smart mobile devices, without resorting to any backbone communication infrastructure. The motivations for our work are two-fold. First, recent smart mobile devices are capable of capturing and storing location information (at a significant granularity) by using, e.g., GPS service and storage capacity available in the devices. Second, and very important, recent studies have shown that mobility is positively correlated with the building of new social relationships, which are relatively more likely to occur for people who have visited common places in the past [6, 7, 8] . These two factors together show the importance of building proximity based communication networks, and the need of messages spreading among a targeted set of users in a network.
We consider user mobility patterns as a potential tool for building a communication protocol in order to spread a message to a designated locality or a place 2 . We envision an opportunistic network of mobile users where device-to-device communication links are opportunistically formed via, e.g., the Bluetooth interface. We assume that the participating users move in a large geographic area, and a location inside the area can be uniquely identified by any user, for example, using GPS coordinates. Each user independently builds her mobility profile, celled MobyZone, considering her own past mobility traces. The MobyZone of a user is the set of her most visited places. Describing user mobility by a MobyZone is in line with recent findings on human mobility [3, 11, 13, 18] , which have shown that users typically visit only a few locations with relatively high frequency. This is a distinguishing feature of human mobility, as opposed to the notion of random walk-like mobility, where every location is visited with equal probability.
We propose a new protocol, called LoSeROx (Lx) -Locality Sensitive Routing Protocol in Opportunistic Networks, for spreading a message among a particular set of users that visit to one or more common place(s) with high probability inside the network. To estimate protocol performance, we consider two (often conflicting) metrics: coverage and precision, and two additional metrics -success rate and cost. In the simulations, we compare LoSeRO with other forwarding protocols and we show that LoSeRO performs significantly better in terms of both coverage and precision. This paper is organised as follows. Section 2 contains related works and motivates the need of designing a new protocol for message spreading in opportunistic networks. Section 3 describes the theoretical basis of LoSeRo and its MobiZone. Section 4 depicts the network model and the mobility model followed by the users during simulations. In Section 5 we illustrate the basis of our simulations, we introduce all the metrics and the other geo-casting protocols involved in the evaluation of the performance of LoSeRo, and also we show the results of the simulations. Finally, Section 6 concludes our paper.
RELATED WORK
Studies that have utilized users mobility for the design of efficient protocols can be broadly classified into two categories. In category I, users mobility is indirectly utilized in the sense that either a well-defined contact history of every user is observed due to rather structured mobility [4, 16] , or a social graph is built out of mobility induced interaction [17] in a network. A message here is destined for a particular user by referring a unique identifier for the agent in the message. In category II, users mobility is rather directly utilized in the sense that either visit patterns of individual user directly controls the routing decision [5] , or aggregated visit patterns of all the users are utilized to construct some kind of infrastructure for opportunistic message transfers [15] . In this case, a destination in a message is indicated indirectly by describing the visit patterns of the destination rather than by a unique identifier for it. Our study belongs to this second category of forwarding protocols.
Burns et al. in [5] has proposed to divide the networked area into a set of regions, and every user maintains a vector of visitation probabilities to each of those regions. A message, allowed to travel for a maximum of 2 hops, is aimed to be delivered to a given region whereby a user having higher probability to visit the region has higher chance of carrying it to the region.
The studies in [10, 15] propose to build infrastructures for efficient message exchange opportunistically among the users, for example, by creating hot-spot places with Wi-Fi nodes.
The work in [15] analyzes users mobility to find a set of hotspot places where wireless access points can be established so that users can utilize these access points for short range message transfers. The study aimed at achieving a better coverage of a given content by allowing the content to be exchanged mostly among the users belonging to a certain set of access points. The study in [10] has proposed to establish a set of hubs or info-stations in geographically separated places, and every user to maintain a list of hubs along with the locations of the hubs that they visit most. A message should be delivered to those hubs that are visited most by a destination in order to increase delivery probability, hence a user visiting the target or nearby hubs becomes a good candidate for carrying the message.
Aviv et al. in [2] proposed to divide the networked area into an equal sized grid, and every user to maintain two mobility profiles: one for its own mobility, and the other for an aggregated mobility profile of all network users. After blindly receiving a message, a user finds its suitability of becoming a good candidate to carry the message to the destination grid by comparing the two mobility profiles; if found not suitable, the message is then dropped from the buffer without informing the sender, hence, maintaining a level of security.
The study in [14] has proposed a protocol for delivering a message to a user described by the locations it visits. A user ui transfers a message to another user uj only if the locations visited by uj is more similar or closer to that of the destination agent. The study shows that the the proposed protocol achieves better delivery ratio and reduces communication cost in terms of message path length. Although our protocol shares the Geo-Casting routing with the works presented in [5, 2, 14] , we show how LoSeRo includes a novel and efficient routing protocol based only on the users' most frequented places, and how LoSeRo achieves a very high coverage, precision trade-off.
LOCALITY SENSITIVE ROUTING PRO-TOCOL
We assume every user (also called agent in the following) maintains a list of her most visited places, her MobyZone. Each place is identified by a unique ID, which is known to all users. A message contains a small set of place IDs as destination, indicating the targeted places where the message should be spread. Spreading a message in a particular place indicates that the message should reach all those agents who have this place in their MobyZone. Ideally, a message should be received only by those agents who contain in their MobyZone the places specified in the message.
Let us denote by Zi the MobyZone of an agent ui, Z = n i=1 Zi, and by D(M ) the set of places indicated in a message M . Any agent ui can transfer a message M created by another agent uj (possibly = ui) from its buffer to an encountered agent u k by evaluating
Hence, Belongs(D(M ), Z k ) = true indicates that a message can be transferred from ui to u k , otherwise, not. Essentially, a message is transferred from an agent to another agent depending on whether the encountered agent have a high probability to visit the places indicated in the message itself. Therefore, the protocol aims at ensuring that the message is spread among a group of agents that visit a set of common places. Notice that the source agent, i.e., the agent that generated the message, needs not be a frequent visitor of the places listed in M . An implicit assumption in this protocol is that |D(M )| << |Zj| << Z.
In order to better understand the possible agent roles during a message spreading process, consider the following; Udenotes the universal set of agents. R -denotes the set of the agents who receives the message. V -denotes the set of the agents who visit to the place(s) indicated in the message, i.e., D(M ). S -denotes the set of agents who eventually visits the places in D(M ) after receiving the message, hence indicating a success in message delivery. F -denotes the set of agents who could not visit all the places in D(M ) after receiving the message, hence indicating a failure in message delivery.
Note that the MobyZone of an agent can change over time, or the time to live of a message M can expire before the agent could visit the place(s) in D(M ) after receiving M . While the first case can be resolved by considering a sufficiently large observation window, the second case is difficult to avoid and needs proper investigation. Nevertheless, an agent can visit any place even if the place is not in its MobyZone. Visiting the places in D(M ) after receiving M essentially indicates the effectiveness of a message carrier, hence show the effectiveness of a protocol of selecting a set of agents to carry the message. We note here that the probability of meeting of a pair of agents increases with the number of common plac es they visit. Hence, we account for the failed agents (indicated by a set F ) that could not visit the places in D(M ) after receiving M . Figure 1 shows the different sets of agents that can emerge during a message spreading process, and their mutual relationships. Our initial aim is to design a protocol that maximizes the size of the set V R. Further, a good protocol design should maximize S ⊂ V R, which is an outcome of post-messagereception movement of an agent. This leads to minimize the set F = (V R) − S, i.e., the set of failed agents. Note that S F = V R. As shown in the figure, a source needs not belong to any of R, V . 
NETWORK DETAILS
A network consists of a set U of n users, U = {u1, u2, ..., un}, who are moving independently from each other inside a geographical area A (= L × L m 2 ). Locations (e.g., GPS locations) of every moving agent in the network are traced using an associated mobile device at regular intervals, and logged into a file. While an agent can move independently from another agent, the locations inside A that they visit may not be completely mutually exclusive. Therefore, the locations that a pair of agents move through can exhibit certain correlations, which we try to exploit to design a potential communication network.
To explore a correlation among the locations seen by different agents in the course of their movement, we group the locations into a set of places. A place is nothing but a subset of nearby locations that can be visited by any agent. In practice, such a place can be generated in many different ways, for example, creating cluster of locations aggregated from all the users considering geographical distance among them, or by creating a fixed set of predefined places. For simplicity, we assume the networked area A as a grid consisting of squared cells. Each cell having size C × C m 2 , where C ≤ L, is considered as a place, and it is globally known by every agent.
Every agent then finds a probability to visit a place by considering the number of visits to the locations in the place it has made during its own movement. Consequently, each agent ui maintains a set Zi of most visited places which we call its MobyZone. MobyZones of all the agents forms the basis of a communication network that we envision here, and act as a primary ingredient for our proposed protocol, LoSeRO. Note that a MobyZone may change over time as a new location is seen by an agent; however, such a change can be avoided by considering a sufficiently large observation window.
Mobility Model
Mobility patterns of the agents play a key role to determine the performance of a protocol in opportunistic networks. In our study, we consider a simple yet elegant mobility model [18] that is derived from real mobility traces of humans. The study in [18] has analyzed two sets of reals traces: i) traces of three million mobile phone users where the location of the associated tower that routes a communication initiated by a user was recorded for a period of one year, and ii) traces of one thousand mobile phone users who registered for a location-based service where the location of every user were traced every one hour for a period of two weeks. Four properties are observed in these traces analysis.
Visit frequency
4. Mean squared displacement of the locations of a human movement trajectory follow a slower than logarithmic growth [18] .
Interestingly, all these properties can be reproduced in synthetically generated traces using our considered model [18] , which is also easy to implement.
In this model, every agent visits a location (e.g. a Cartesian point in a 2D plane) and waits at that location for a period of time. Movement of an agent is achieved by two main steps, and it is controlled by only two main model parameters, ρ and γ.
1. Once the waiting time at the current location is finished, the agent visits a new location (i.e. a location that it has not visited before) with a probability P rnew = ρS −γ , where S is the number of distinct locations that it has already visited. In this case, the distance to the new location from the current location is sampled from a power law distribution, and the direction to the new location with respect to current location is chosen randomly from a range [0, 2π].
2. With probability P r old = 1 − P rnew, the agent returns to an already visited location. In this case, the location with higher number of previous visits has a higher chance to be visited next.
Essentially, the parameters ρ and γ controls the probability of exploring an unvisited location. As can be understood, the lower the value of ρ, the smaller the chance to visit a new location for a fixed γ, and vice versa. The waiting time at a location is also sampled from a power law distribution.
SIMULATIONS
Our experiments are accomplished in three steps using a custom simulator for a better control on the simulation settings. In the first step, we generate a set of mobility traces for every agent using the mobility model described in Section 4.1. In the second step, a set of agents is selected randomly as the sources, and for simplicity, only one place is considered as the destination in any message M created by any source, i.e., |D(M)| = 1. Finally, a set of messages is spread from the selected sources in a network. The parameters and the corresponding values are stated in Table 1 , the values of the parameters l, w, ρ, and γ are considered as reported in [18] to assume a realistic mobility setting. Unless otherwise stated, the value of a parameter is as stated in Table 1 .
Generating Mobility Traces
Recall that every agent ui maintains a MobyZone Zi consisting of a set of places. In this study, we consider |Zi| = 10, ∀i. Therefore, we ensure for each agent that it must visit at least 10 distinct places. It is ensured both by suitably considering the range of jump-lengths, and by properly tuning the length C of a squared grid, i.e., a place. We consider C = 50m to 
Number of agents(n) n = {100, 200, . . . 1000}
Radio range (R) R = 10m
Waiting time (w) P r(w) w −e , e = 1.8, 10s ≤ w ≤ 100s
Mobility parameter ρ ρ = 0.6
Mobility parameter γ γ = −0.21 produce a high and relevant number of cells, i.e., 400, in the whole networked area. This value of C is kept constant in all the simulations performed in this paper. The traces in which the number of distinct cells visited by an agent is less than 10 are discarded. Thus, a set of, for example, 100 such traces are generated to create a network of n = 100 agents who can follow those traces to move in the network. Ten such networks of n = 100 agents are created for our simulation study, and every result (on the metrics described in Section 5.3) reported in this paper is an average of the results observed in all these ten networks.
Number of places in a message

Generating a Message
In principle, any agent can become a source by generating a message from itself to send it to any place in the networked area. However, in practice, some of the places will have no visitors, hence generating a message for those places is meaningless. We avoid such cases by judiciously selecting some places as the destination of a message so that the place has a sufficiently high number of visitors. Once a source, a message creation time, and a destination place are selected, it is kept same for all the protocols considered in this paper for a proper comparison of their performance.
Performance Metrics
Let V (M in the course of its spreading in a network. Our aim is to restrict a message from being received by unintended agents (i.e., the agents not in V (M i c )). Hence, we consider two primary metrics which are often conflicting:
• Coverage -is the ratio between the number of common agents in V (M 
• Precision -is the ratio between the number of common agents who belong to V (M i c ) and R(M i c ), and the number of agents in R(M i c ), i.e.,
We are interested in a protocol that performs well considering both the metrics, instead of considering any one of them which can be easier. We use simple F-score to measure a combined effect of the two:
• F-Score -is the weighted harmonic mean of the precision (prec), and the coverage (cov), computed as Fscore = 2.
prec×cov prec+cov .
Recall that a successful delivery of a message is said to occur only when an agent in V (M 
• Success Rate -is the ratio between the number of successful deliveries and the number of common agents in V (M 
Message Forwarding protocols
For a comprehensive understanding, we plan to compare the performance of our proposed protocol with existing protocols relevant to our study. The protocols are described along with their known advantages.
Direct Delivery (DD)
• Source of a message M i c is the only agent which can deliver its message to an agent in V (M i c ) during a direct contact opportunity.
• Because no agent other than those in V (M i c ) can receive a message, this protocol ensures maximum precision always in any network.
Epidemic Protocol (EP) [19]
• Any agent having a message M i c can forward a copy of it to any other agent in a contact opportunity irrespective of whether it visits locations in D(M i c ).
• Due to unrestricted spreading, this protocol ensures maximum coverage always in any network.
Probabilistic Forwarding (Pr)
• Any agent ui having a message M i c can forward a copy of it to any other agent uj in a contact opportunity if P ri(x) < P rj(x), where P ri(x) and P rj(x) denote the probability to visit a place x ∈ D(M i c ) of ui and uj respectively; P ri(x) = 0 if ui does not visit the place x. Note that the place x need not be in the agent's MobyZone in this protocol. Pr is a simple extension of the protocol proposed in [14] .
• The protocol aims at increasing coverage vs. DD.
LoSeRO with 2-hops (L2)
• Source creates a message M • The protocol aims at increasing the coverage without compromising the precision.
LoSeRO with any number of hops (Lx)
• Message spreading follow the same restriction as that in L2 except the condition on hop count, i.e., a message can travel any number of hops in a network in this protocol.
• The protocol aims at improving the coverage without compromising precision compared L2.
Result
The experiments in this paper are conducted using synthetic mobility traces generated as described in Section 5.1.
Impact of n
In this subsection, we investigate the performance of the protocols (i.e., DD, EP, L2, Lx, Pr) with the number of agents n in a network vary in the range 100 ≤ n ≤ 1000. Figure 2 shows the variation of coverage with n for all the protocols. The coverage in DD remain almost constant at about 20%, which in minimum among all the protocols. The coverage increases from 35% to 55% in L2 when n increases from 100 to 1000, it increases from 60% to almost 90% in Lx. Due to unrestricted hops travel of a message, the coverage in Lx is better than L2. As expected, the coverage in EP remain at maximum value, because of completely unrestricted message propagation. The coverage in Pr is somewhere in between EP and Lx, as it allows the message propagation only using those agents who visit the destination place. The precisions in DD, L2, Lx remain at maximum, and it is minimum in case of EP ( Figure 3 ). Note that Lx is a simple extension of L2, and L2 is an extension of DD, where a message travels any number of hops in Lx, only 2 hops in L2, and only one hop in DD. None of Lx, L2 and DD forwards a message to an unwanted agent, hence the precision converges to a same highest value. As expected, the precision in EP is minimum, and it is slightly better in Pr, due to the reason stated in case of the coverage. The combined performance of the coverage and the precision, i.e., F-score, becomes significantly higher in Lx than that in any other protocols considered (Figure 4 ). F-score is minimum in case of EP due to its lowest precision, and it is higher in DD than EP. Lx achieves highest F-score among all the protocols because of its better coverage vs. L2 and DD, while achieving similar precision. It is interesting that F-score in Lx and in L2 is increasing with the number of agents in the network, where as it remain almost same in other protocols, DD, EP and Pr. Hence, this result shows that our proposed protocols can scale well even when a large number of agents visits to a place to which a message is sent, and in presence of large number of agents. to a particular place with number n of agents in a network. As expected, the cost in EP is always the highest, which is because a message is propagated to all the agents irrespective of the places they visit. However, the cost is almost the same in all other three protocols, DD, L2, and Lx. This essentially indicates that the message is not received by any agent other than those agents who visit the destination place. The cost in Pr is slightly higher than in Lx, in fact it shows the fraction (about 30%) of agents that visit the destination place, but the place does not belong to their MobyZone. Next, we analyze the success rate, consequently the delivery delay and the buffer delay, of a message M with respect to those agents who received the message and have the place D(M) in their MobyZone. Figure 6 shows the variation of success rate with n. Success rate is highest in EP irrespective of n, it is slightly reduced in Pr. However, DD, L2, and Lx show a great variation of success rate, being less than both of EP and Pr. This is because of a significant variety in number of agents that received a message in a simulation run. Nevertheless, the success rate is quite high in any of these protocols which suggest their good applicability.
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we have considered the problem of designing protocol for efficient message spreading in opportunistic networks. We have utilized user mobility as a potential tool for the design of a protocol. Our primary contribution in this paper is in proposing an efficient protocol, we call LoSeRO (Lx ), Locality Sensitive Routing protocol in Opportunistic networks. The performance of Lx protocol has been evaluated considering a large set of metrics (coverage, precision, F-score, cost, success rate), and considering mainly the number of agents in a network to investigate the scalability of our proposed protocol. Our analysis shows that Lx outperforms all other protocols in terms of F-score without significantly increasing cost.
While the results of our proposed protocol are promising, we shall consider generalizing the insights by using diverse mobility scenarios as future study. Also, we strive to extend our attention to the users' privacy so that the protocol requires minimal discloser of users sensible mobility-related information, e.g., using the secure two-party computation framework [8] . 
